Comparative study of the viscoelastic mechanical behavior of agarose and poly(ethylene glycol) hydrogels.
This study presents a comparative investigation into differences in the mechanical properties between two hydrogels commonly used in cartilage tissue engineering [agarose vs. poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG)], but which are formed through distinctly different crosslinking mechanisms (physical vs. covalent, respectively). The effects of hydrogel chemistry, precursor concentration, platen type (nonporous vs. porous) used in compression bioreactors, and degradation (for PEG) on the swelling properties and static and dynamic mechanical properties were examined. An increase in precursor concentration resulted in decreased equilibrium mass swelling ratios but increased equilibrium moduli and storage moduli for both hydrogels (p < 0.05). Agarose displayed large stress relaxations and a frequency dependence indicating its viscoelastic properties. Contrarily, PEG hydrogels displayed largely elastic behavior with minimal stress relaxation and frequency dependence. In biodegradable PEG hydrogels, the largely elastic behavior was retained during degradation. The type of platen did not affect static mechanical properties, but porous platens led to a reduced storage modulus for both hydrogels implicating fluid flow. In summary, agarose and PEG exhibit vastly different mechanical behaviors; a finding largely attributed to differences in their chemistries and fluid movement. Taken together, these design choices (hydrogel chemistry/structure, loading conditions) will likely have a profound effect on the tissue engineering outcome.